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Abstract. Rare events in stochastic processes with heavy-tailed distributions
are controlled by the big jump principle, which states that a rare large fluctuation
is produced by a single event and not by an accumulation of coherent small
deviations. The principle has been rigorously proved for sums of independent and
identically distributed random variables and it has recently been extended to more
complex stochastic processes involving Lévy distributions, such as Lévy walks and
the Lévy-Lorentz gas, using an effective rate approach. We review the general rate
formalism and we extend its applicability to continuous time random walks and to
the Lorentz gas, both with stretched exponential distributions, further enlarging
its applicability. We derive an analytic form for the probability density functions
for rare events in the two models, which clarify specific properties of stretched
exponentials.
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1. Introduction

Rare events in heavy-tailed distributions are an essential component in the description
of stochastic systems. They occur naturally in geoscience, biology, ecology and
economics, where they play a major role in risk assessment [1–6].

An interesting aspect of the mechanism driving rare fluctuations is described by
the single big jump principle. According to the principle, rare events in stochastic
processes with heavy-tailed distributions originate from a single large jump and not
by the accumulation of many small coherent contributions, all in the same direction,
as in thin-tailed processes. In particular, this means that sums of independent and
identically distributed (IID) random variables drawn from a heavy-tailed distribution
can exceed a very large value when one of them exceed that value. In this form,
the principle has been rigorously proved for sums of IID random variables with
subexponential distributions [7, 8] and in the presence of specific correlations [9, 10].
In the physical literature the same case of IID has also been described in terms of
condensation in probability space [11–13].

Recently, using results from extreme values statistics, the principle has been
applied to a trap model with Lévy distributed trapping times [14] and to a Lévy
walk [15], a classical stochastic process where the particle displacement is the sum
of steps taken at constant velocity with duration drawn from a Lévy distribution
[16]. The principle has also been extended to more general correlated stochastic
dynamical processes by means of a heuristic ”rate” approach, verified by numerical
simulations [15, 17]. In particular, the heuristic approach for the big jump principle
has been applied to derive the analytic form of the tail in a generalized Lévy walk
with acceleration and deceleration along the steps [18, 19], and in the Lévy Lorentz
gas [20, 21], that models the motion of particles along a set of fixed scatterers spaced
on a line according to a Lévy distribution. Notably, in all cases that involve Lévy
distributions the single step dynamics introduces a further dynamical scaling length
[20] which controls the properties of the rare events and leads to strong anomalous
diffusion [22]. Moreover, due to the single jump contribution, in Lévy motion rare
fluctuations strongly depend on the single step dynamics [17], in contrast with the
usual universal form displayed by the bulk of the distribution, that follows from central
limit theorems.

The Lévy walk and the Lévy Lorentz gas are two examples of correlations among
variables that goes beyond IID, induced respectively by the motion along the steps
and by the quenched positions of the scatterers, and it is remarkable that the big jump
principle still holds in these frameworks. The class of sub-exponential distribution is
however much wider and Lévy distributions are only a particular case. Here, we take a
further step in the analysis of the powerful big jump principle beyond IID. We consider
a space-time coupled continuous time random walk [16, 23] and a Lorentz gas [20, 21]
and we focus on the case where the stochastic variables of the two processes follow a
stretched exponential distribution.

Stretched exponentials are typical sub-exponential functions which, however,
decay faster than any power-law. They have been observed in a wide range of
phenomena [24], such as in astrophysics, geology, biology and economical data-sets,
and they encode a much smoother behavior. In particular, the Weibull distribution [25]
represents, depending on the value of the parameter α, a sub-exponential stretched
exponential for α < 1, an exponential Poisson distribution for α = 1 or a fast decaying
distribution for α > 1.
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We apply the same techniques developed in [15, 17] to the case of the Weibull
distributions and we derive the analytic form of the Probability Density Function
(PDF) of rare events, both in the continuous time random walk and in the Lorentz
gas. Moreover, with extensive numerical simulations we show that in the long-time
asymptotic regime the analytic predictions fit very well the behavior of rare events for
α < 1 while for α > 1, as expected, the form of the distribution matches the usual
large deviation analysis in terms of rate functions [4] .

Our results put into evidence the peculiar features of rare events in the presence
of stretched exponentials, with respect of the power-law case. Stretched exponentials
naturally contain a further characteristic length, that enters the rare fluctuations
prediction next to the dynamical scaling length of the stochastic process. As a
consequence, the probability of rare events displays a more complex form, that can
however be accurately predicted using the big jump formalism. Then, the system
does not display strong anomalous diffusion [22], as all moments of the distribution
follow a Gaussian behavior. This means that in this case the non-Gaussian rare events
are negligible with respect the typical (bulk) behavior and they does not affect the
moments of the distribution.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce the constant
velocity continuous time random walk (VCTRW) and the Lorentz gas with scatterers
spaced according to a Weibull distribution. In Section 3 we recall the rate approach
to the big jump principle and in the next two sections we apply the principle both
to the VCTRW and to the Lorentz gas, comparing the predictions with extensive
numerical simulations. In Section 6 we discuss our results and outline the effects of
the stretched-exponential distribution. Finally we present our conclusions.

2. The VCTRW and the Lorentz gas with Weibull distributions

We consider a stochastic process with random variables following a stretched
exponential Weibull distribution

λα,x̃(x) =
αxα−1

x̃α
e−(

x

x̃ )
α

. (1)

The characteristic scale x̃ and the exponent α define the distribution λα,x̃(x). For
α < 1, λα,x̃(x) is sub-exponential, for α = 1 it corresponds to the Poisson process,
while for α > 1 it is a thin-tailed distribution, with a fast decay.

We focus on two classical models for stochastic motion. The VCTRW [16, 23] is
a sequence of steps i starting a times Ti (Ti+1 > Ti). The duration of a step ti is

drawn from the PDF λα,t̃(ti) so that the step i occurs at time Ti =
∑i−1

j=1 ti (T1 = 0).
During each step, the walker moves with constant velocity v in a random direction.
The dynamics of the walker in the time interval [Ti+1, Ti] is r(T ) = r(Ti)+ vi(T −Ti),
with r(Ti) the position of the walker at Ti, and the random velocity vi = ±v, is drawn
at Ti with probability 1/2. We set the initial condition r(0) = 0. and we consider as
an observable the distance of the walker R(T ) from the starting point: R(T ) = |r(T )|.
Here, we consider one dimensional motion but the model can be generalized to any
dimension.

In the Lorentz gas [20,21], we consider a 1-dimensional system of scattering points
i placed at positions Ri. We place the first scatterer on the origin R1 = 0 and the
others at Ri =

∑i−1
j=1 Lj where the distances Lj are random variables following the
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distribution λα,L̃(Li). In this case, a continuous time random walk [23] is defined
as follows. The walker starts from the origin at T = 0 and it moves with constant
velocity v > 0. When the walker reaches one of the scatterers, it can be transmitted
or reflected. This means that if R(T ′) = Ri, for T ′ < T < T ′′ the evolution is
r(T ) = Ri + v′(T − T ′) with velocity v′ = ±v drawn at T ′ with probability 1/2. T ′′

is the time of the next scattering event (R(T ′′) = Ri+1 if v′ = +v or R(T ′′) = Ri−1 if
v′ = −v). At T ′′ the velocity of the walker is again updated to v′′ = ±v with equal
probability, apart from the case R(T ′′) = R1 = 0 where v′′ = +v, i.e. we impose
reflecting boundary condition at the origin (see [26] for a possible generalization of
the model to higher dimensions).

For both models we study the PDF P (R, T ) to measure R, the distance from the
origin, at time T . The PDF is averaged both on the fluctuations of the trajectories
(positive and negative velocities) and on ti and Li.

The big jump principle applies to systems where P (R, T ) can be split in two
terms describing respectively the ”bulk” of the distribution and the rare events for
very large R. The latter, B(R, T ), for sub-exponential distributions can be obtained
using the big jump principle. So we have:

P (R, T ) ∼

{

ℓ−1(T )f(R/ℓ(T )) if R < ℓ(T )κ(T )

B(R, T ) if R > ℓ(T )κ(T )
(2)

where ℓ(T ) is the characteristic length of the process and κ(T ) is a slowly growing
function of T (e.g. a logarithmic function). P (R, T ) converges in probability at large
T to ℓ−1(T )f(R/ℓ(T )), a function which is significantly different from zero only for
R < ℓ(T )κ(T ). This means that

∫

∞

0 |P (R, T )− ℓ−1(T )f(R/ℓ(T ))|dR → 0 for T → ∞.

Therefore, B(R, T ) vanishes in measure:
∫

∞

ℓ(T )κ(T ) |B(R, T )|dR → 0 for T → ∞.

However, since B(R, T ) describes P (R, T ) for R ≫ ℓ(T ), it can be relevant for higher
moments of the distribution 〈Rq(T )〉 =

∫

∞

0
P (R, T )RqdR (q > 0), since:

〈Rq(T )〉 ∼

∫ ℓ(T )κ(T )

0

ℓ−1(T )f(R/ℓ(T ))RqdR+

∫

∞

ℓ(T )κ(T )

B(R, T )RqdR (3)

and the first term can be subleading with respect to the second integral for large q [22].
Since all the moments of the Weibull distribution are finite, we expect the bulk

behavior of the model to be described by a normal diffusion with a Gaussian scaling
function, i.e. ℓ(T ) ∼ T 1/2 and f(R/ℓ(T )) ∼ exp(−a(R/ℓ(T ))2). For the Lévy walk
this is a well known results while for the Lévy-Lorentz gas this has been recently
proved in [27–30].

3. The big jump principle

The big jump principle provides a general tools to evaluate B(R, T ) in the presence
of sub-exponentially distributed random variables. Let us discuss the principle for a
general stochastic process, in a setting which is suitable to deal both with the VCTRW
and the Lorentz gas in the same theoretical framework. We notice that in both models
there exits a sequence x1, x2, . . . of independent random variables drawn from a heavy
tailed distribution λ(x). In the VCTRW xi is the duration of the step (ti) while in
the Lorentz gas xi is the distance between scatterers (Li). In VCTRW we associate
naturally to each variable ti = xi a drawn time Ti. In the the Lorentz gas, the draw
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time Ti is more subtle, as the walker is travelling through a set of fixed scatterers, but
it can be defined as the moment when the walker crosses for the first time the scatterer
placed at Ri. Indeed up to the time of the crossing Ti, the motion is independent of
that Li. We require therefore that the variables xi are drawn from λ(x) at a time Ti

with Ti < Tj if i < j. The draw time Ti is itself a stochastic variable which can depend,
according to the model, also on the draws occurring before Ti, i.e. on x1, . . . , xi−1. In
general the PDF P (R, T ) of measuring the quantity R at time T (R > 0 for the sake
of simplicity) can be expressed as:

P (R, T ) =

∫

∏

i

dxiλ(xi)F(R|T, {xi}) (4)

where F(R|T, {xi}) is the probability of measuring R at time T given the sequence
of random variables {xi}. Since because of causality Tn+1 does not depend on the xj

with j > n, we can define the probability wn(x1, . . . , xn, T ) that given the sequence
x1, . . . , xn, we have Tn < T < Tn+1. Moreover, as noticed above, the value R at
time T does not depends on the draws n occurred at times Tn > T , and therefore
we can introduce Fn(R|T, x1, . . . , xn), that is the PDF to measure R at time T given
Tn < T < Tn+1. We have then:

P (R, T ) =

∞
∑

n=1

∫ i<n
∏

i=1

dxiλ(xi)wn(x1, . . . , xn, T )Fn(R|T, x1, . . . , xn) (5)

Now we can define 〈N(T )〉 the average number of draws up to time T , i.e.

〈N(T )〉 =

∞
∑

n=1

n

∫ i<n
∏

i=1

dxiλ(xi)wn(x1, . . . , xn, T ) (6)

Let us recover the Lévy walk model in this unusual formalism. In that case,
xi corresponds to the step duration ti, while the draw times Ti and the distance R
have been defined in the previous sections. We obtain therefore wn(t1, . . . , tn, T ) =

θ(T −
∑n−1

i=1 ti)θ(
∑n

i=1 ti − T ), i.e. the probability that Tn < T < Tn+1 is 1 if
∑n−1

i=1 ti < T <
∑n

i=1 ti and 0 otherwise. Notice that this is an alternative way to
include the so called backward recurrence time in the calculation [16, 23]. Moreover
the function Fn(R|T, t1, . . . , tn) is:

Fn(R|T, t1, . . . , tn) =

∫ n
∏

i=1

dvi
1

2
(δ(vi−v)+ δ(vi+v))δ(R−|

n−1
∑

i=1

viti+vn(T −

n−1
∑

i=1

ti)|)

(7)

i.e. the distance R is |
∑n−1

i=1 viti + vn(T −
∑n−1

i=1 ti)| where the velocities vi = ±v are
drawn with probability 1/2.

As said above, in the Lorentz gas, the xi are the distance Li between subsequent
scatterer and the draw times Ti are the times at which the walker crosses for the
first time the scatterer in Ri [15]. In this case, the explicit form of wn(L1, . . . , Ln, T )
and Fn(R|T, L1, . . . , Ln) cannot be expressed in a simple way. However the big jump
principle applies as well.

Since the distribution λ(x) does not depends on time, the probability to draw x
at time Tw is ptot(x, Tw) = rN (Tw) · λ(x), where rN (Tw) = d〈N(Tw)〉dTw is the draw
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Figure 1. The big jump starts at time Tw and it can either lead you to the
time horizon of the Lévy walk t > (T − Tw) (panel a) or it may stop before the
of the process t < (T − Tw) (panel b). The magenta line represent the distance
R covered in the big jump at time T . In the process in panel a R = v(T − Tw)
while in panel b R = vt.

rate. Then, the principle poses that as R ≫ ℓ(T ) the only important contribution to
B(R, T ) is the biggest jump and therefore we neglect all the jumps occurring before
and after that jump. We call P(R|T, x, Tw) the probability that a process, driven by
the single jump x starting at Tw, takes the walker in R at time T ≥ Tw. As a result,
B(R, T ) is determined as:

B(R, T ) ∼

∫

dx

∫ T

0

dTwptot(x, Tw)P(R|T, x, Tw) (8)

Hence, B(R, T ) is evaluated by summing over all the paths (x and Tw) that in a single
jump bring the process in R at time T . These paths, described by P(R|T, x, Tw), can
be very complex, as they include all the correlations and non-linearities of the model.
However, since only one draw is non-vanishing, Eq. (8) is much simpler than the
original problem in Eq.s (4,5) where a (possibly infinite) series of stochastic variables
have to be taken into account, so an analytic approach is often feasible. In particular,
the rate rN (Tw) is the only information on the bulk dynamics that we retain to apply
the principle, so in practice we disentangle the rare event from the rest of the dynamics.

In the following section we provide an expression for ptot(x, Tw) and P(R|T, x, Tw)
both for the VCTRW and the Lorentz gas and we test our analytical prediction against
extensive numerical simulations. Notice however that a general rigorous approach
providing the shape of P(R|T, x, Tw) for a generic process satisfying Eq. (5) is still
lacking.
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Figure 2. The far tails of the distributions P (R, T ) with Weibull distribution of
time durations and v = 1, in particular α = .15 with t̃ = 1 (panel a) and α = .25
with t̃ = 1 (panel b). We plot the PDF as a function of R/(vT ) and we multiply
the density by vT in order to plot different dataset in the same plot. The thick
continuous lines represent the estimate of the far tail obtained with the big jump
approach: i.e. vTG(R/(vT ), t̃/T ) described by formula (10).

4. The VCTRW with Weibull distribution and the big jump principle

Let us derive the tail B(R, T ) by applying the big jump principle to the CRTW. We
can neglect the motion of the walker before and after the single large contribution of
duration t, since this is the only contribution to the displacement. As show in Figure
1 two kind of processes can bring the walker in R ≫ ℓ(T ) at time T . In the first
process, the step duration t is larger than T − Tw (t > (T − Tw)) so the walker is
still moving along the big jump at T and R = v(T − Tw). In the second path in Fig.
1 t < (T − Tw), the walker ends its motion at t so that R = vt. Introducing the
Kronecker δ-function and the Heaviside θ-function we get:

P(R|T, t, Tw) = δ(R− v(T − Tw))θ(t− (T − Tw)) + δ(R − vt)θ((T − Tw)− t) (9)

where the first and the second terms correspond to the first and the second path
respectively. For the Weibull distribution in Eq. (1) the average duration of a step
〈t〉 =

∫

tλα,t̃(t)dt is finite and the jump rate is constant, in particular rN (Tw) = 〈t〉−1.
Plugging ptot(t, Tw) = λα,t̃(t)/〈t〉 and Eq. (9) into formula (8) we get:

B(R, T ) =
e−(

R

vt̃
)
α

v〈t〉

(

1 + α

(

R

vt̃

)α (
vT

R
− 1

))

= F

(

R

vT
,
R

vt̃

)

(10)

In Eq. (10) two characteristic lengths are present: vT and vt̃. In the usual power law
Lévy case, B(R, T ) is determined by the dynamic scaling length vT only. The Weibull
distribution, indeed, contains a characteristic length vt̃ which enters in the dynamical
evolution at any distance R. We can rewrite Eq. (10) as F ( R

vT ,
R
vt̃
) = G( R

vT ,
t̃
T ). In

Fig. 2 for α < 1, we compare the analytic prediction G( R
vT ,

t̃
T ) with a numerical

Montecarlo estimate of the far tail of P (R, T ). In the long time limit, simulations
fully agree with the big jump formalism.
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5. The Lorentz gas and the big jump principle

Let us introduce the big jump approach for the Lorentz gas. The independent random
variables are the distances between consecutive scatterers Li and a jump occurs when
the walker crosses a scatterer that has never been reached before. Hence rN (Tw) is the
rate at which new scatterers are crossed by the walker. It has been shown in [20] that
for a distribution with finite average distance between sites 〈L〉 =

∫

dLLλα,L̃(L) < ∞
we have at large Tw:

rN (Tw) = (Twτ0)
−

1
2 (11)

where the time τ0 is a constant. Notice that here the rate depends on time. The
big jump approach states that B(R, T ) is determined by calculating the probability
that the walker reaches a distance R at time T having crossed at time Tw for the first
time a scattering point which is followed by a large jump of length L ≫ ℓ(t). All the
other distances between the scatterers are negligible with respect to L and therefore,
up to time Tw, the motion of the walker can be ignored. After crossing this long
gap, the borders of the gap act as a perfect reflective walls on the walker. Indeed,
for a recurrent random walk, the probability of not being reflected is vanishing. So,
the motion, shown in Fig. 3, is the following: up to time Tw the walker remains at
the starting point, then it bounces back and forth in the gap of length L for a time
T −Tw. The final position R is denoted in magenta, the jump length L in orange and
the total distance covered by the walker v(T − Tw) in blu. Using this physical insight
on the motion of the walker we have B(R, T ) =

∑

∞

n=0 Bn(R, T ) where Bn(R, T ) is
the contribution of the path with n reflections.

In particular panel a in Fig. 3 describes the case v(T−Tw) < L where no reflection
are present and R = v(T − Tw). The contribution of this path to B(R, T ) is

B0(R, T ) =

∫ T

0

dTw

∫

dLλα,L̃(L)rN (Tw)δ(R − v(T − Tw))θ(L − v(T − Tw)) =

=

∫

∞

R

dLλα,L̃(L)
rN (T −R/v)

v
∼

1

(L̃vτ0)
1
2

e−(
R

L̃
)
α (L̃/(vT ))

1
2

(1−R/(vT ))
1
2

=

= G0,α

(

R

vT
,
L̃

vT

)

(12)
The number of reflections equals n if nL < v(T − Tw) < (n+ 1)L (see panels b and c
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Figure 3. The single big jump process for in Lévy Lorentz gas. Panel a,b and
c refer to the cases with 0, 1 and 2 reflections respectively. The distance of the
scattering points L corresponding to the big jump is in orange, the final position
R is in magenta and the total traveled distance in the big jump v(T − Tw) is in
blue.

for the case of n = 1 and n = 2) and for n odd R+v(T −Tw) = (n+1)L so we obtain:

Bn(R, T ) =

∫ T

0

dTw

∫

dLλα,L̃(L)rN (Tw)δ(R + v(T − Tw)− (n+ 1)L)

θ((n+ 1)L− v(T − Tw))θ(v(T − Tw)− nL) =

=

∫ T

0

dTw

n+ 1
λ

(

R+ v(T − Tw)

n+ 1

)

rN (Tw)θ(R)θ(v(T − Tw)− nR) =

=
1

(L̃vτ0)1/2

αθ
(

1− n R
vT

)

(

L̃
vT

)1/2−α

(n+ 1)α

∫ 1−n R

vT

0

e
−
(1+ R

vT
−tw)α

((n+1) L̃

vT )
α dtw

t
1
2
w

(

1− tw + R
vT

)1−α
=

= Gn,α

(

R

vT
,
L̃

vT

)

(13)

where we introduce the integration variable tw = Tw/T . We notice that the θ-function
θ(1−n R

vT ) means that the contribution is vanishing for vT < nR. On the other hand
for n even we have v(T − Tw)−R = nL and performing the analogous calculation we
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Figure 4. The far tails of the distributions P (R, T ). We fix v = 1 in panel a we
consider a Weibull distribution with α = .15 and L̃ = 1 and in panel b α = .25
with L̃ = 104. We plot the PDF as a function of R/(vT ) and we multiply the
density by vT in order to plot different datasets in the same plot. The continuous
lines represent the estimate of the far tail provided by the big jump approach: i.e.
vTGα(r/(vT ), L̃/(vT )) described by formula (15).

.

get:

Bn(R, T ) =
αθ
(

1− (n+ 1) R
vT

)

(

L̃
vT

)1/2−α

(L̃vτ0)1/2nα

∫ 1−(n+1) R

vT

0

e
−
(1+ R

vT
−tw)α

(n L̃

vT )
α dtw

t
1
2
w

(

1− tw − R
vT

)1−α
=

= Gn,α

(

R

vT
,
L̃

vT

)

(14)

Summing the contributions in Eq.s (12-14) we obtain:

B(R, T ) =
∞
∑

n=0

Bn(R, T ) = Gα

(

R

vT
,
L̃

vT

)

. (15)

Again we notice that, as for VCTRW, B(R, T ) does not present a single scaling. Figure
4 compares numerical Montecarlo estimates of the far tail of P (R, T ) with the analytic

prediction Gα(
R
vT ,

L̃
(vT ) ), showing a nice agreement in the long time limit. Fig.4 shows

the non analytic behavior predicted by the big jump approach when R
vT = 1

2m+1 .
These singularities have been observed also with power law distributions and they are
produced by the reflections occurring in the big jump dynamics.

6. The effects of the Weibull distribution

The results of the previous sections put into evidence some relevant peculiarity of the
big jump principle for a Weibull distribution. In this case, a simple scaling approach
characterized by a single dynamical scaling length is not feasible. Indeed, beside the
dynamical scaling length vT a second characteristic length is introduced in the system
by the Weibull distribution. This is also confirmed by Figures 2 and 4 which show that
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Figure 5. The far tails of the distributions P (R, T ) for the Lévy walk (panel
a) and Lévy Lorentz gas (panel b). We consider sharp distributions of times
ti (panels a,c) and distances Li (panel b,d) using a Weibull distribution with
α = 1.1. Moreover in both cases we fix v = 1 with t̃ = 1 and L̃ = 1 respectively.
The theoretical prediction in continuous lines are given by Eq. (10) in panel a
and Eq. (15) in panel b. For sharp distributions the big jump principle does not
provide an estimate of the tails of the distributions since processes with multiple
jumps cannot be neglected. In panels c and d we evidence that for α > 1 we can
describe the system by using the standard large deviation approach. Dashed lines
represent the Gaussian distributions that fits the PDF P (R, T ) at small R.

the shape of P (R, T ) explicitly depends on T not only through a simple multiplicative
prefactor.

Another relevant feature is that in this case there are no anomalous moments.
Both for the VCTRW and for the Lorentz gas when plugging the analytic expression
for B(R, T ) into Eq. (3), the second integral

∫

∞

ℓ(T )κ(T ) B(R, T )RqdR is exponentially

sub-leading at large T with respect to the first one
∫ ℓ(T )κ(T )

0 ℓ−1(T )f(R/ℓ(T ))RqdR

so we obtain 〈Rq(T )〉 ∼ ℓ(T )q = tq/2. Therefore, in the stretched exponential case we
cannot apply the techniques developed in [31, 32] which are based on the summation
of the strongly anomalous moments, to calculate the far tail B(R, T ). Finally, in this
case the far tail is not described by an infinite density [31, 32]: indeed we have that
the integral

∫

∞

0 B(R, T )dR is finite since for both models B(R, T ) ∼ R1−α for R ∼ 0.
These properties imply that the big jump principle is an effective tool to describe

the far tails of the distribution beyond the presence of double scaling and strong
anomalous diffusion, typical of power law distributions. Figure 5 also shows that, in
the considered models, a sub-exponential decay is needed to apply the principle. The
Weibull functions indeed describe also an exponential distribution for α = 1 or even
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a faster decay for α > 1. In Figure 5 we compare the numerical simulation of the
far tails of the distribution with the theoretical predictions in Eq.s (10,15), both in
the case of VCTRW (panel a) and Lorentz gas (panel b). The big jump prediction
under-estimate the probability at large large R by many order of magnitude and
the difference asymptotically increases with time T . In this case, different processes
involving many draws of the stochastic variable provide a contribution at large R,
and they cannot be discarded. On the other hand, for thin-tailed distributions with
α > 1 panels c and d show that rare events can be described within the standard large
deviation framework [33] where

P (R, T ) ∼ e−T ·I(R/T ) (16)

asymptotically for large T . The unknown convex function I(x) is called the rate

function. An expansion around the minimum of I(x) gives the Gaussian central limit
theorem, but I(x) also describes the non Gaussian tails of P (R, T ). The analytic
expressions for B(R, T ) obtained with the big jump principle at α < 1 cannot be fitted
into formula (16), so the big jump principle and the usual large deviation result appear
as two complementary approaches, valid for super-exponential and sub-exponential
distributions respectively.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we extend the validity of the big jump approach to the case of correlated
random variable with stretched exponential distributions. In particular, after critically
reviewing the heuristic approach at the basis of the big jump calculations, we apply to
Weibull distributions the techniques introduced in [15] and we obtain the asymptotic
functional form for the PDF of rare events both for VCTRW and for the Lorentz
gas. The predicted function displays non-trivial analytic behaviors, encoding the non-
universal nature of rare fluctuations. We check our results againt extensive numerical
simulations which also show that the approach fails for distributions decaying faster
than an exponential (i.e. the case α > 1). In that case, the usual large deviation
approach in terms of rare function applies. Interestingly, non-Gaussianity of rare
events has been recently considered in models with stretched exponential distributions
for the driven run-and-tumble model [34].

Stretched exponential distributions feature many differences with respect the
power law case. The PDF does not display a single dynamical scaling length, strong
anomalous diffusion is not present and the asymptotic scaling function of rare events
is not an infinite density, so that techniques based on the resummation of anomalous
moments cannot be applied [31, 32]. However, the big jump principle, which is based
on the physical description of the process, turns out to be effective as well, providing
the correct estimate of rare events. This opens new perspectives on a more rigorous
approach to rare fluctuations in heavy tailed distributions.
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